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 PRAGMATISM, RELATIVISM, AND IRRATIONALISM*

 Richard Rorty
 Princeton University

 Part I: Pragmatism

 "Pragmatism" is a vague, ambiguous, and overworked word.
 Nevertheless, it names the chief glory of our country's intellec-
 tual tradition. No other American writers have offered so radical

 a suggestion for making our future different from our past, as
 have James and Dewey. At present, however, these two writers
 are neglected. Many philosophers think that everything impor-
 tant in pragmatism has been preserved and adapted to the needs
 of analytic philosophy. More specifically, they view pragmatism
 as having suggested various holistic corrections of the atomistic
 doctrines of the early logical empiricists. This way of looking
 at pragmatism is not wrong, as far as it goes. But it ignores
 what is most important in James and Dewey. Logical empiricism
 was one variety of standard, academic, neo-Kantian, epistemol-
 ogically-centered philosophy. The great pragmatists should not
 be taken as suggesting an holistic variation of this variant, but
 rather as breaking with the Kantian epistemological tradition
 altogether. As long as we see James or Dewey as having "theories
 of truth" or "theories of knowledge" or "theories of morality"
 we shall get them wrong. We shall ignore their criticisms of
 the assumption that there ought to be theories about such

 *Presidential Address delivered before the Seventy-Sixth
 Annual Eastern Meeting of the American Philosophical Asso-
 ciation in New York City, December 29, 1979.
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 matters. We shall not see how radical their thought was -- how
 deep was their criticism of the attempt, common to Kant,
 Husserl, Russell, and C. I. Lewis, to make philosophy into a
 foundational discipline.

 One symptom of this incorrect focus is a tendency to over-
 praise Peirce. Peirce is praised partly because he developed
 various logical notions and various technical problems (such
 as the counterfactual conditional) which were taken up by the
 logical empiricists. But the main reason for Peirce's undeserved
 apotheosis is that his talk about a general theory of signs looks
 like an early discovery of the importance of language. For all
 his genius, however, Peirce never made up his mind what he
 wanted a general theory of signs for, nor what it might look
 like, nor what its relation to either logic or epistemology was
 supposed to be. His contribution to pragmatism was merely to
 have given it a name, and to have stimulated James. Peirce
 himself remained the most Kantian of thinkers -- the most

 convinced that philosophy gave us an all-embracing ahistorical
 context in which every other species of discourse could be
 assigned its proper place and rank. It was just this Kantian
 assumption that there was such a context, and that epistemology
 or semantics could discover it, against which James and Dewey
 reacted. We need to focus on this reaction if we are to recapture
 a proper sense of their importance.

 This reaction is found in other philosophers who are current-
 ly more fashionable than James or Dewey - for example, Nietz-
 sche and Heidegger. Unlike Nietzsche and Heidegger, however,
 the pragmatists did not make the mistake of turning against
 the community which takes the natural scientist as its moral
 hero - the community of secular intellectuals which came to
 self-consciousness in the Enlightenment. James and Dewey
 rejected neither the Enlightenment's choice of the scientist
 as moral example, nor the technological civilization which
 science had created. They wrote, as Nietzsche and Heidegger
 did not, in a spirit of social hope. They asked us to liberate our
 new civilization by giving up the notion of "grounding" our
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 culture, our moral lives, our politics, our religious beliefs, upon
 "philosophical bases." They asked us to give up the neurotic
 Cartesian quest for certainty which had been one result of
 Galileo's frightening new cosmology, the quest for "enduring
 spiritual values" which had been one reaction to Darwin, and
 the aspiration of academic philosophy to form a tribunal of pure
 reason which had been the neo-Kantian response to Hegelian
 historicism. They asked us to think of the Kantian project of
 grounding thought or culture in a permanent ahistorical matrix
 as reactionary. They viewed Kant's idealization of Newton,
 and Spencer's of Darwin, as just as silly as Plato's idealization
 of Pythagoras, and Aquinas' of Aristotle.

 Emphasizing this message of social hope and liberation,
 however, makes James and Dewey sound like prophets rather
 than thinkers. This would be misleading. They had things to
 say about truth, knowledge, and morality, even though they did
 not have theories of them, in the sense of sets of answers to
 the textbook problems. In what follows, I shall offer three
 brief sloganistic characterizations of what I take to be their
 central doctrine.

 My first characterization of pragmatism is that it is simply
 anti-essentialism applied to notions like "truth," "knowledge,"
 "language," "morality," and similar objects of philosophical
 theorizing. Let me illustrate this by James' definition of "the
 true" as "what is good in the way of belief." This has struck
 his critics as not to the point, as unphilosophical, as like the
 suggestion that the essence of aspirin is that it is good for head-
 aches. James' point, however, was that there is nothing deeper
 to be said: truth is not the sort of thing which has an essence.
 More specifically, his point was that it is no use being told
 that truth is "correspondence to reality." Given a language
 and a view of what the world is like, one can, to be sure, pair
 off bits of the language with bits of what one takes the world
 to be in such a way that the sentences one believes true have
 internal structures isomorphic to relations between things in
 the world. When we rap out routine undeliberated reports
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 like "This is water", "That's red", "That's ugly", "That's im-
 moral", our short categorical sentences can easily be thought of
 as pictures, or as symbols which fit together to make a map.
 Such reports do indeed pair little bits of language with little
 bits of the world. Once one gets to negative universal hypothe-
 ticals, and the like, such pairing will become messy and ad hoc,
 but perhaps it can be done. James' point was that carrying out
 this exercise will not enlighten us about why truths are good to
 believe, or offer any clues as to why or whether our present
 view of the world is, roughly, the one we should hold. Yet no-
 body would have asked for a "theory" of truth if they had not
 wanted answers to these latter questions. Those who want
 truth to have an essence want knowledge, or rationality, or
 inquiry, or the relation between thought and its object, to have
 an essence. Further, they want to be able to use their knowledge
 of such essences to criticize views they take to be false, and to
 point the direction of progress toward the discovery of more
 truths. James' thinks these hopes are vain. There are no essences
 anywhere in the area. There is no wholesale, epistemological,
 way to direct, or criticize, or underwrite, the course of inquiry.

 Rather, the pragmatists tell us, it is the vocabulary of practise
 rather than of theory, of action rather than contemplation, in
 which one can say something useful about truth. Nobody en-
 gages in epistemology or semantics because he wants to know
 how 'This is red" pictures the world. Rather, we want to know
 in what sense Pasteur's views of disease picture the world accu-
 rately and Paracelsus's inaccurately, or what exactly it is that
 Marx pictured more accurately than Machiavelli. But just here
 the vocabulary of "picturing" fails us. When we turn from
 individual sentences to vocabularies and theories, critical termi-
 nology naturally shifts from metaphors of isomorphism, symbol-
 ism, and mapping to talk of utility, convenience, and likelihood
 of getting what we want. To say that the parts of properly
 analyzed true sentences are arranged in a way isomorphic to the
 parts of the world paired with them sounds plausible if one
 thinks of a sentence like "Jupiter has moons." It sounds slightly
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 less plausible for "The earth goes round the sun", less still
 for "There is no such thing as natural motion", and not plausi-
 ble at all for 'The universe is infinite." When we want to praise
 or blame assertions of the latter sort of sentence, we show how
 the decision to assert them fits into a whole complex of deci-
 sions about what terminology to use, what books to read, what
 projects to engage in, what life to live. In this respect they
 resemble such sentences as "Love is the only law" and "History
 is the story of class struggle." The whole vocabulary of isomor-
 phism, picturing, and mapping is out of place here, as indeed
 is the notion of being true of objects. If we ask what objects
 these sentences claim to be true of, we get only unhelpful repe-
 titions of the subject terms - "the universe", "the law", "his-
 tory". Or, even less helpfully we get talk about "the facts,"
 or "the way the world is". The natural approach to such sen-
 tences, Dewey tells us, is not "Do they get it right?", but more
 like "What would it be like to believe that? What would happen
 if I did? What would I be committing myself to?" The voca-
 bulary of contemplation, looking, theoria, deserts us just when
 we deal with theory rather than observation, with programming
 rather than input. When the contemplative mind, isolated
 from the stimuli of the moment, takes large views, its activity
 is more like deciding what to do than deciding that a repre-
 sentation is accurate. James' dictum about truth says that the
 vocabulary of practise is uneliminable, that no distinction of
 kind separates the sciences from the crafts, from moral reflec-
 tion, or from art.

 So a second characterization of pragmatism might go like
 this: there is no epistemological difference between truth
 about what ought to be and truth about what is, nor any meta-
 physical difference between facts and values, nor any methodo-
 logical difference between morality and science. Even non-
 pragmatists think Plato was wrong to think of moral philosophy
 as discovering the essence of goodness, and Mill and Kant wrong
 in trying to reduce moral choice to rule. But every reason for
 saying that they were wrong is a reason for thinking the episte-
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 mological tradition wrong in looking for the essence of science
 and in trying to reduce rationality to rule. For the pragmatists,
 the pattern of all inquiry -- scientific as well as moral -- is deli-
 beration concerning the relative attractions of various concrete
 alternatives. The idea that in science or philosophy we can
 substitute "method" for deliberation between alternative results

 of speculation is just wishful thinking. It is like the idea that
 the morally wise man resolves his dilemmas by consulting his
 memory of the Idea of the Good, or by looking up the relevant
 article of the moral law. It is the myth that rationality con-
 sists in being constrained by rule. According to this Platonic
 myth, the life of reason is not the life of Socratic conversation
 but an illuminated state of consciousness in which one never

 needs to ask if one has exhausted the possible descriptions of,
 or explanations for, the situation. One simply arrives at true
 beliefs by obeying mechanical procedures.

 Traditional, Platonic, epistemologically-centered philosophy
 is the search for such procedures. It is the search for a way in
 which one can avoid the need for conversation and deliberation

 and simply tick off the way things are. The idea is to acquire
 beliefs about interesting and important matters in a way as
 much like visual perception as possible -- by confronting an
 object and responding to it as programmed. This urge to sub-
 stitute theoria for phronesis is what lies behind the attempt
 to say that "There is no such thing as natural motion" pictures
 objects in the same way as does "The cat is on the mat". It
 also lies behind the hope that some arrangement of objects
 may be found which is pictured by the sentence "Love is better
 than hate", and the frustration which ensues when it is realized
 that there may be no such objects. The great fallacy of the
 tradition, the pragmatists tell us, is to think that the metaphors
 of vision, correspondence, mapping, picturing and representa-
 tion which apply to small routine assertions will apply to large
 and debatable ones. This basic error begets the notion that
 where there are no objects to correspond to we have no hope
 of rationality, but only taste, passion, and will. When the prag-
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 matist attacks the notion of truth as accuracy of representation
 he is thus attacking the traditional distinctions between reason
 and desire, reason and appetitie, reason and will. For none of
 these distinctions make sense unless reason is thought of on the
 model of vision, unless we persist in what Dewey called "the
 spectator theory of knowledge."

 The pragmatist tells us that once we get rid of this model
 we see that the Platonic idea of the life of reason is impossible.
 A life spent representing objects accurately would be spent
 recording the results of calculations, reasoning through sorites,
 calling off the observable properties of things, construing cases
 according to unambiguous criteria, getting things right. Within
 what Kuhn calls "normal science", or any similar social context,
 one can, indeed, live such a life. But conformity to social norms
 is not good enough for the Platonist. He wants to be constrain-
 ed not merely by the disciplines of the day, but by the ahistori-
 cal and nonhuman nature of reality itself. This impulse takes
 two forms - the original Platonic strategy of postulating novel
 objects for treasured propositions to correspond to, and the
 Kantian strategy of finding principles which are definatory of
 the essence of knowledge, or representation, or morality, or
 rationality. Insofar as there is a distinction between "Continent-
 al" and "analytic" philosophy, it is that mainstream "Continent-
 al" philosophy is a watered-down Platonism and mainstream
 "analytic" philosophy a watered-down Kantianism. But this
 difference is unimportant compared to the common urge to
 escape the vocabulary and practises of one's own time and
 finding something ahistorical and necessary to cling to. It is
 the urge to answer questions like 'Why believe what I take to
 be true?" "Why do what I take to be right?" by appealing to
 something more than the ordinary, retail, detailed, concrete,
 reasons which have brought one to one's present view. This
 urge is common to nineteenth-century idealists and contempor-
 ary scientific realists, to Russell and to Husserl; it is definatory
 of the Western philosophical tradition, and of the culture for
 which that tradition speaks. James and Dewey stand with
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 Nietzsche and Heidegger in asking us to abandon that tradition,
 and that culture.

 Let me sum up by offering a third and final characteriza-
 tion of pragmatism: it is the doctrine that there are no con-
 straints on inquiry save conversational ones -- no wholesale
 constraints derived from the nature of the objects, or of the
 mind, or of language, but only those retail constraints provided
 by the remarks of our fellow-inquirers. The way in which
 the properly-programmed speaker cannot help believing that
 the patch before him is red has no analogy for the more in-
 teresting and controversial beliefs which provoke epistemologi-
 cal reflection. The pragmatist tells us that it is useless to hope
 that objects will constrain us to believe the truth about them,
 if only they are approached with an unclouded mental eye, or
 a rigorous method, or a perspicuous language. He wants us to
 give up the notion that God, or evolution, or some other under-
 writer of our present world-picture, has programmed us as
 machines for accurate verbal picturing, and that philosophy
 brings self-knowledge by letting us read our own program. The
 only sense in which we are constrained to truth is that, as Peirce
 suggested, we can make no sense of the notion that the view
 which can survive all objections might be false. But objections --
 conversational constraints -- cannot be anticipated. There is
 no method for knowing when one has reached the truth, or when
 one is closer to it than before.

 I prefer this third way of characterizing pragmatism because
 it seems to me to focus on a fundamental choice which con-
 fronts the reflective mind: that between accepting the contin-
 gent character of starting points, and attempting to evade this
 contingency. To accept the contingency of starting-points is
 to accept our inheritance from, and our conversation with,
 our fellow-humans as our only source of guidance. To attempt
 to evade this contingency is to hope to become a properly-
 programmed machine. This was the hope which Plato thought
 might be fulfilled at the top of the divided line, when we passed
 beyond hypotheses. Christians have hoped it might be attained
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 by becoming attuned to the voice of God in the heart, and Car-
 tesians that it might be fulfilled by emptying the mind and
 seeking the indubitable. Since Kant, philosophers have hoped
 that it might be fulfilled by finding the apriori structure of
 any possible inquiry, or language, or form of social life. If we
 give up this hope, we shall lose what Nietzsche called "meta-
 physical comfort", but we may gain a renewed sense of commu-
 nity. Our identification with our community -- our society,
 our political tradition, our intellectual heritage - is heightened
 when we see this community as ours rather than nature's, shaped
 rather than found, one among many which men have made.
 In the end, the pragmatists tell us, what matters is our loyalty
 to other human beings clinging together against the dark, not
 our hope of getting things right. James, in arguing against
 realists and idealists that "the trail of the human serpent is
 over all", was reminding us that our glory is in our participation
 in fallible and transitory human projects, not in our obedience
 to permanent non-human constraints.

 Part II: Relativism

 "Relativism" is the view that every belief on a certain topic,
 or perhaps about any topic, is as good as every other. No one
 holds this view. Except for the occasional cooperative fresh-
 man, one cannot find anybody who says that two incompati-
 ble opinions on an important topic are equally good. The
 philosophers who get called "relativists" are those who say
 that the grounds for choosing between such opinions are less
 algorithmic than had been thought. Thus one may be attacked
 as a relativist for holding that familiarity of terminology is a
 criterion of theory-choice in physical science, or that coherence
 with the institutions of the surviving parliamentary democra-
 cies is a criterion in social philosophy. When such criteria are
 invoked, critics say that the resulting philosophical position
 assumes an unjustified primacy for "our conceptual frame-
 work", or our purposes, or our institutions. The position in
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 question is criticized for not having done what philosophers
 are employed to do: explain why our framework, or culture,
 or interests, or language, or whatever, is at last on the right
 track -- in touch with physical reality, or the moral law, or the
 real numbers, or some other sort of object patiently waiting
 about to be copied. So the real issue is not between people
 who think one view as good as another and people who do
 not. It is between those who think our culture, or purpose,
 or intuitions cannot be supported except conversationally,
 and people who still hope for other sorts of support.

 If there were any relativists, they would, of course, be
 easy to refute. One would merely use some variant of the self-
 referential arguments Socrates used against Protagoras. But such
 neat little dialectical strategies only work against lightly-sketched
 fictional characters. The relativist who says that we can break
 ties among serious and incompatible candidates for belief only
 by "non-rational" or "non-cognitive" considerations is just
 one of the Platonist or Kantian philosopher's imaginary play-
 mates, inhabiting the same realm of fantasy as the solipsist,
 the sceptic, and the moral nihilist. Disillusioned, or whimsi-
 cal, Platonists and Kantians occasionally play at being one or
 another of these characters. But when they do they are never
 offering relativism or scepticism or nihilism as a serious sugges-
 tion about how we might do things differently. These posi-
 tions are adopted to make philosophical points -- that is, moves
 in a game played with fictitious opponents, rather than fellow-
 participants in a common project.

 The association of pragmatism with relativism is a result
 of a confusion between the pragmatists' attitude toward philoso-
 phical theories with his attitude towards real theories. James
 and Dewey are, to be sure, metaphilosophical relativists, in
 a certain limited sense. Namely: they think there is no way
 to choose between incompatible philosophical theories of the
 typical Platonic or Kantian type. Such theories are attempts
 to ground some element of our practises on something external
 to these practices. Pragmatists think that any such philosophical
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 grounding is, apart from elegance of execution, pretty much
 as good or as bad as the practise it purports to ground. They
 regard the project of grounding as a wheel that plays no part
 in the mechanism. In this, I think, they are quite right. No
 sooner does one discover the categories of the pure understand-
 ing for a Newtonian age than somebody draws up another list
 that would do nicely for an Aristotelian or an Einsteinian one.
 No sooner does one draw up a categorical imperative for Chris-
 tians than somebody draws up one which works for cannibals.
 No sooner does one develop an evolutionary epistemology
 which explains why our science is so good than somebody
 writes a science-fiction story about bug-eyed and monstrous
 evolutionary epistemologists praising bug-eyed and monstrous
 scientists for the survival value of their monstrous theories.

 The reason this game is so easy to play is that none of these
 philosophical theories have to do much hard work. The real
 work has been done by the scientists who developed the explana-
 tory theories by patience and genius, or the societies which
 developed the moralities and institutions in struggle and pain.
 All the Platonic or Kantian philosopher does is to take the
 finished first-level product, jack it up a few levels of abstrac-
 tion, invent a metaphysical or epistemological or semantical
 vocabulary into which to translate it, and announce that he
 has grounded it.

 "Relativism" only seems to refer to a disturbing view,
 worthy of being refuted, if it concerns real theories, not just
 philosophical theories. Nobody really cares if there are in-
 compatible alternative formulations of a categorical impera-
 tive, or incompatible sets of categories of the pure understand-
 ing. We do care about alternative, concrete, detailed, cosmolo-
 gies, or alternative concrete, detailed, proposals for political
 change. When such an alternative is proposed, we debate it,
 not in terms of categories or principles but in terms of the
 various concrete advantages and disadvantages it has. The
 reason relativism is talked about so much among Platonic and
 Kantian philosophers is that they think being relativistic about
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 philosophical theories - attempts to "ground" first-level theories
 -- leads to being relativistic about the first-level theories them-
 selves. If anyone really believed that the worth of a theory
 depends upon the worth of its philosophical grounding, then
 indeed they would be dubious about physics, or democracy,
 until relativism in respect to philosophical theories had been
 overcome. Fortunately, almost nobody believes anything of
 the sort.

 What people do believe is that it would be good to hook
 up our views about democracy, mathematics, physics, God,
 and everything else, into a coherent story about how every-
 thing hangs together. Getting such a synoptic view often does
 require us to change radically our views on particular subjects.
 But this holistic process of readjustment is just muddling through
 on a large scale. It has nothing to do with the Platonic-Kantian
 notion of grounding. That notion involves finding constraints,
 demonstrating necessities, finding immutable principles to
 which to subordinate oneself. When it turns out that suggested
 constraints, necessities, and principles are as plentiful as black-
 berries, nothing changes except the attitude of the rest of cul-
 ture towards the philosophers. Since the time of Kant, it has
 become more and more apparent to non-philosophers that a
 really professional philosopher can supply a philosophical found-
 ation for just about anything. This is one reason why philoso-
 phers have, in the course of our century, become increasingly
 isolated from the rest of culture. Our proposals to guarantee
 this and clarify that have come to strike our fellow-intellectuals
 as merely comic.

 Part III: Irrationalism

 My discussion of relativism may seem to have ducked the
 real issues. Perhaps nobody is a relativist. Perhaps "relativism"
 is not the right name for what so many philosophers find so
 offensive in pragmatism. But surely there is an important issue
 around somewhere. There is indeed an issue, but it is not easily
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 stated, nor easily made amenable to argument. I shall try to
 bring it into focus by developing it in two different contexts,
 one microcosmic and the other macrocosmic. The microcosmic
 issue concerns philosophy in one of its most parochial senses -
 namely, the activities of the American Philosophical Association.
 Our Association has traditionally been agaitated by the question
 of whether we should be free-wheeling and edifying or argu-
 mentative and professional. For my purposes, this boils down
 to an issue about whether we can be pragmatists and still be
 professionals. The macrocosmic issue concerns philosophy in
 the widest sense - the attempt to make everything hang toget-
 her. This is the issue between Socrates on the one hand and the
 tyrants on the other -- the issue between lovers of conversation
 and lovers of self-deceptive rhetoric. For my purposes, it is
 the issue about whether we can be pragmatists without betray-
 ing Socrates, without falling into irrationalism.

 I discuss the unimportant microcosmic issue about pro-
 fessionalism first because it is sometimes confused with the

 important issues about irrationalism, and because it helps focus
 that latter issue. The question of whether philosophy pro-
 fessors should edify agitated our Association in its early decades.
 James throught they should, and was dubious about the grow-
 ing professionalization of the discipline. Arthur Lovejoy, the
 great opponent of pragmatism, saw professionalization as an
 unmixed blessing. Echoing what was being said simultaneously
 by Russell in England and by Husserl in Germany, Lovejoy
 urged the 16th annual meeting of the APA to aim at making
 philosophy into a science. He wanted the APA to organize
 its program into well-structured controversies on sharply defined
 problems, so that at the end of each convention it would be
 agreed who had won.l Lovejoy insisted that philosophy could
 either be edifying and visionary or could produce "objective,
 verifiable, and clearly communicable truths," but not both.
 James would have agreed. He too thought that one could not
 be both a pragmatist and a professional. James, however, saw
 professionalization as a failure of nerve rather than as a triumph
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 of rationality. He thought that the activity of making things
 hang together was not likely to produce "objective, verifiable,
 and clearly communicable truths", and that this did not greatly
 matter.

 Lovejoy, of course, won this battle. If one shares his con-
 viction that philosophers should be as much like scientists as
 possible, then one will be pleased at the outcome. If one does
 not, one will contemplate the APA in its seventy-sixth year
 mindful of Goethe's maxim that one should be careful what

 one wishes for when one is young, for one will get it when one
 is old. Which attitude one takes will depend upon whether one
 sees the problems we discuss today as permanent problems for
 human thought, continuous with those discussed by Plato,
 Kant, and Lovejoy -- or as modern attempts to breathe life
 into dead issues. On the Lovejoyan account, the gap between
 philosophers and the rest of high culture is of the same sort
 as the gap between physicists and laymen. The gap is not creat-
 ed by the artificiality of the problems being discussed, but
 by the development of technical and precise ways of dealing
 with real problems. If one shares the pragmatists' anti-essential-
 ism, however, one will tend to see the problems about which
 philosophers are now offering "objective, verifiable, and clearly
 communicable" solutions as historical relics, left over from
 the Enlightenment's misguided search for the hidden essences
 of knowledge and morality. This is the point of view adopted
 by many of our fellow-intellectuals, who see us philosophy
 professors as caught in a time-warp, trying to live the Enlighten-
 ment over again.

 I have reminded you of the parochial issue about profession-
 alization not in order to persuade you to one side or the other,
 but rather to exhibit the source of the anti-pragmatist's passion.
 This is his conviction that conversation necessarily aims at agree-
 ment and at rational consensus, that we converse in order to
 make further conversation unnecessary. The anti-pragmatist
 believes that conversation only makes sense if something like
 the Platonic theory of Recollection is right -- if we all have
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 natural starting-points of thought somewhere within us, and
 will recognize the vocabulary in which they are best formulated
 once we hear it. For only if something like that is true will
 conversation have a natural goal. The Enlightenment hoped to
 find such a vocabulary - nature's own vocabulary, so to speak.
 Lovejoy -- who described himself as an "unredeemed Aufklarer"
 -- wanted to continue the project. Only if we had agreement on
 such a vocabulary, indeed, could conversation be reduced to
 argumentation -- to the search for "objective, verifiable, and
 clearly communicable" solutions to problems. So the anti-
 pragmatist sees the pragmatist's scorn for professionalism as
 scorn for consensus, for the Christian and democratic idea
 that every human has the seeds of truth within. The pragma-
 tist's attitude seems to him elitist and dilettantish, reminiscent
 of Alcibiades rather than of Socrates.

 Issues about relativism and about professionalization are
 awkward attempts to formulate this opposition. The real and
 passionate opposition is over the question of whether loyalty
 to our fellow-humans presupposes that there is something perma-
 nent and unhistorical which explains why we should continue
 to converse in the manner of Socrates, something which guaran-
 tees convergence to agreement. Because the anti-pragmatist
 believes that without such an essence and such a guarantee
 the Socratic life makes no sense, he sees the pragmatist as a
 cynic. Thus the microcosmic issue about how philosophy
 professors should converse leads us quickly to the macrocosmic
 issue: whether one can be a pragmatist without being an irra-
 tionalist, without abandoning one's loyalty to Socrates.

 Questions about irrationalism have become acute in our

 century because the sullen resentment which sins against Soc-
 rates, which withdraws from conversation and community,
 has recently become articulate. Our European intellectual
 tradition is now abused as "merely conceptual" or "merely
 ontic" or as "committed to abstractions." Irrationalists pro-
 pose such rubbishy pseudo-epistemological notions as "intui-
 tion" or "an inarticulate sense of tradition" or "thinking with
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 the blood" or "expressing the will of the oppressed classes."
 Our tyrants and bandits are more hateful than those of earlier
 times because, invoking such self-deceptive rhetoric, they pose
 as intellectuals. Our tyrants write philosophy in the morning
 and torture in the afternoon; our bandits alternately read Holder-
 lin and bomb people into bloody scraps. So our culture clings,
 more than ever, to the hope of Enlightenment, the hope that
 drove Kant to make philosophy formal and rigorous and pro-
 fessional. We hope that by formulating the right conceptions
 of reason, of science, of thought, of knowledge, of morality,
 the conceptions which express their essence, we shall have a
 shield against irrationalist resentment and hatred.

 Pragmatists tell us that this hope is vain. On their view,
 the Socratic virtues -- willingness to talk, to listen to other
 people, to weigh the consequences of our actions upon other
 people -- are simply moral virtues. They cannot be inculcated
 nor fortified by theoretical research into essence. Irration-
 alists who tell us to think with our blood cannot be rebutted

 by better accounts of the nature of thought, or knowledge, or
 logic. The pragmatists tell us that the conversation which it is
 our moral duty to continue is merely our project, the Euro-
 pean intellectual's form of life. It has no metaphysical nor
 epistemological guarantee of success. Further, and this is the
 crucial point, we do not know what "success" would mean
 except simply "continuance." We are not conversing because
 we have a goal, but because Socratic conversation is an activity
 which is its own end. The anti-pragmatist who insists that
 agreement is its goal is like the basketball player who thinks
 that the reason for playing the game is to make baskets. He
 mistakes an essential moment in the course of an activity for
 the end of the activity. Worse yet, he is like a basketball fan
 who argues that all men by nature desire to play basketball,
 or that the nature of things is such that balls can go through
 hoops.

 For the traditional, Platonic or Kantian, philosopher, on
 the other hand, the possibility of grounding the European
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 form of life -- of showing it to be more than European, more
 than a contingent human project -- seems the central task of
 philosophy. He wants to show that sinning against Socrates
 is sinning against our nature, not just against our community.
 So he sees the pragmatist as an irrationalist. The charge that
 pragmatism is "relativistic" is simply his first unthinking ex-
 pression of disgust at a teaching which seems cynical about
 our deepest hopes. If the traditional philosopher gets beyond
 such epithets, however, he raises a question which the pragma-
 tist must face up to: the practical question of whether the
 notion of "conversation" can substitute for that of "reason".
 "Reason", as the term is used in the Platonic and Kantian tradi-
 tions, is interlocked with the notions of truth as correspond-
 ence, of knowledge as discovery of essence, of morality as
 obedience to principle, all the notions which the pragmatist
 tries to deconstruct. For better or worse, the Platonic and
 Kantian vocabularies are the ones in which Europe has des-
 cribed and promised the Socratic virtues. It is not clear that
 we know how to describe these virtues without those vocabu-

 laries. So the deep suspicion which the pragmatist inspires
 is that, like Alcibiades, he is essentially frivolous -- that he
 is commending uncontroversial common goods while refusing
 to participate in the only activity which can preserve those
 goods. He seems to be sacrificing our common European project
 to the delights of purely negative criticism.

 The issue about irrationalism can be sharpened by noting
 that when the pragmatist says "All that can be done to expli-
 cate 'truth', 'knowledge', 'morality', 'virtue' is to refer us back
 to the concrete details of the culture in which these terms
 grew up and developed", the defender of the Enlightenment
 takes him to be saying "Truth and virtue are simply what a
 community agrees that they are." When the pragmatist says
 "We have to take truth and virtue as whatever emerges from
 the conversation of Europe", the traditional philosopher wants
 to know what is so special about Europe. Isn't the pragmatist
 saying, like the irrationalist, that we are in a privileged situation
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 simply by being us? Further, isn't there something terribly
 dangerous about the notion that truth can only be characteri-
 zed as "the outcome of doing more of what we are doing now"?
 What if the "we" is the Orwellian state? When tyrants employ
 Lenin's blood-curdling sense of "objective" to describe their
 lies as "objectively true", what is to prevent them from citing
 Peirce in Lenin's defense?2

 The pragmatist's first line of defense against this criticism
 has been created by Habermas, who says that such a defini-
 tion of truth works only for the outcome of undistorted con-
 versation, and that the Orwellian state is the paradigm of dis-
 tortion. But this is only a first line, for we need to know more
 about what counts as "undistorted." Here Habermas goes
 transcendental and offers principles. The pragmatist, however,
 must remain ethnocentric and offer examples. He can only
 say: "undistorted" means employing our criteria of relevance,
 where we are the people who have read and pondered Plato,
 Newton, Kant, Marx, Darwin, Freud, Dewey, etc. Milton's
 "free and open encounter", in which truth is bound to pre-
 vail, must itself be described in terms of examples rather than
 principles -- it is to be more like the Athenian market-place
 than the council-chamber of the Great King, more like the
 twentieth century than the twelfth, more like the Prussian
 Academy in 1925 than in 1935. The pragmatist must avoid
 saying, with Peirce, that truth is fated to win. He must even
 avoid saying that truth will win. He can only say, with Hegel,
 that truth and justice lie in the direction marked by the suc-
 cessive stages of European thought. This is not because he knows
 some "necessary truths" and cites these examples as a result
 of this knowledge. It is simply that the pragmatist knows no
 better way to explain his convictions than to remind his inter-
 locutor of the position they both are in, the contingent start-
 ing points they both share, the floating, ungrounded, conversa-
 tions of which they are both members. This means that the
 pragmatist cannot answer the question "What is so special about
 Europe?" save by saying "Do you have anything non-European
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 to suggest which meets our European purposes better?" He
 cannot answer the question "What is so good about the Socratic
 virtues, about Miltonic free encounters, about undistorted com-
 munication?" save by saying "What else would better fulfill
 the purposes we share with Socrates, Milton and Habermas?"

 To decide whether this obviously circular response is enough
 is to decide whether Hegel or Plato had the proper picture of the
 progress of thought. Pragmatists follow Hegel in saying that
 "philosophy is its time grasped in thought." Anti-pragmatists
 follow Plato in striving for an escape from conversation to
 something atemporal which lies in the background of all possi-
 ble conversations. I do not think one can decide between Hegel
 and Plato save by meditating on the past efforts of the philoso-
 phical tradition to escape from time and history. One can
 see these efforts as worthwhile, getting better, worth continuing.
 Or one can see them as doomed and perverse. I do not know
 what would count as a non-circular metaphysical or epistemolo-
 gical or semantical argument for seeing them in either way.
 So I think that the decision has to be made simply by reading
 the history of philosophy and drawing a moral.

 Nothing that I have said, therefore, is an argument in favor
 of pragmatism. At best, I have merely answered various super-
 ficial criticisms which have been made of it. Nor have I dealt
 with the central issue about irrationalism. I have not answered
 the deep criticism of pragmatism which I mentioned a few
 minutes ago: the criticism that the Socratic virtues cannot,
 as a practical matter, be defended save by Platonic means, that
 without some sort of metaphysical comfort nobody will be
 able not to sin against Socrates. William James himself was
 not sure whether this criticism could be answered. Exercising
 his own right to believe, James wrote: "If this life be not a real
 fight in which something is eternally gained for the universe
 by success, it is no better than a game of private theatricals
 from which we may withdraw at will". "It feels," he said,
 "like a fight."

 For us, footnotes to Plato that we are, it does feel that way.
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 But if James' own pragmatism were taken seriously, if pragma-
 tism became central to our culture and our self-image, then it
 would no longer feel that way. We do not know how it would
 feel. We do not even know whether, given such a change in
 tone, the conversation of Europe might not falter and die away.
 We just do not know. James and Dewey offered us no guaran-
 tees. They simply pointed to the situation we stand in, now
 that both the Age of Faith and the Enlightenment seem beyond
 recovery. They grasped our time in thought. We did not change
 the course of the conversation in the way they suggested we
 might. Perhaps we are still unable to do so; perhaps we never
 shall be able to. But we can nevertheless honor James and
 Dewey for having offered what very few philosophers have
 succeeded in offering: a hint of how our lives might be changed.

 Footnotes

 1 See A. O. Lovejoy, "On Some Condition of Progress
 in Philosophical Inquiry", The Philosophical Review XXVI,
 pp. 123-163 (especially the concluding pages). I owe the refer-
 ence to Lovejoy's paper to Daniel J. Wilson's illuminating "Pro-
 fessionalization and Organized Discussion in the American
 Philosophical Association, 1900-1922", Journal of the History
 of Philosophy XVII, pp. 53-69.

 2 I am indebted to Michael Williams for making me see
 that pragmatists have to answer this question.
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